chasing paper

Peel & Stick Guide
Double Check
Please double check that you have what you need for your project + overage just in case. We print digitally, so colors will vary batch to batch, so please ensure you have the right amount before peeling/sticking/loving! Use our Footage Calculator to help determine the correct amount.

Prepare Your Wall
Using a damp cloth, clean the surface and allow to dry fully. This is also an opportunity to be honest with yourself: is this a smooth surface? Sorry love, orange peel, knockdown or a bumpy wall won't give you the best results! Not sure your wall is smooth? Shoot us a picture at hello@chasingpaper.com.

Gather Your Materials
You will need an x-acto knife + scissors -- a tape measure and level are helpful too!

Start With A Corner Or Straight Line
It's helpful to have a guide so either start in a corner or create a plumb line. If you are thinking about a geometric or striped wallpaper pattern a plumb line is key!

Get Sticking
Peel the paper from the backing about 6”-8” at a time - smoothing with your hand as you go. We suggest smoothing from the from the center of the panel out to the edges.

Trim Time
Use an x-acto knife to trim off any excess paper.